OMBRE P OWDER B ROWS

let's
upgrade
your skills
Master - Akira Nitsche

OMBRE POWDER BROWS
MACHINE CONVERSION
OMBRE POWDER BROWS is one of the newest techniques in the world of permanent
makeup. The technique is currently extremely popular because it’s extremely versatile
and gives beautiful healed results on all skin types & -colors.
With the OMBRE POWDER BROWS effect we can create a soft or more intens powder
effect in the skin that can define the eyebrow shape and overall appearance of the brows.

CONVERSION

The versatility of this technique is infinite: you can vary in the look that you want to create
for your client: dark, intense, strong, defined “instagram” brows, or natural, soft and ‘airy’
powder effect. With this technique, the natural browshape can be accentuated and any
asymmetry can be corrected.
The machine technique is the perfect technique for Brow Artists that want to master the
best and most refined technique. As "simple" as it often looks, the technique is
very"specific". Good understanding of the various needle configurations, needle lengths,
machine settings, speed and use of correct type of pigments are essential to be able to
create ultra-defined and powdery results.
During this conversion training we teach you all the essentials elements and skills to
master this technique.
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TRAINING

EXPERIENCE

THE CONTENT

PRE-EDUCATION

The main focus of this advanced conversion training is
teaching you how to work/use PMU machine
technique!
Akira will share all her "secrets" of how to build a
beautiful ombré effect from light to dark in layers,
how to blend these layers and blend them evenly,
as well as the popular OUTLINE techniques (in
various variants). Machine settings like speed,
needles types, lengths and the correct hand
movements will be widely explained - together
with pigments & color theory associated with this
technique to achieve beautiful (!) healed results.
The training will contain a theoretical part and a live
demo!!!
On the second day, all students will perform a full
treatment on their model, during the “live practice”.
Students will be able to perform the treatment in a
very structured and well-organized way, using our
unique step-by-step working system.

This intensive 2-day conversion training is
designed for artists who are already doing
manual techniques such as microblading
and / or microshading or for artists that
already do machine technique but that like to
start working with OMBRE BEAUTY® by Akira
signature machine technique.
As this education is an advanced
training, we expect students will already
have experience in microblading or PMU
was
field. If your previous education
OMBRE BEAUTY®
not
completed at
Academy, we kindly ask to send a
copy of a certificate in the microblading
and/or PMU field as proof of experience.

SUPPORT
AFTER THE EDUCATION
To offer you support after the live education, you get access to the OMBRE BEAUTY® E-learning platform in
which various topics from the live training are included for support.
To be able to work with this technique professionally and as an all-round artist, it is important that you can
work on as many diverse skin types, skin conditions and colors as possible. Therefe we created several case
studies in the E-learning platform, which you can complete on request. Each case study is designed to help
you grow in your skills and has various challenges that you may encounter in real life practice such as
working on various skin types, different skincolors, different eyebrow shapes and correction work of old
pmu.

CONVERSION

In addition to access to the E-learing platform, OMBRE BEAUTY® Academy offers unlimited support via
direct contact in whatsapp and / or viber. Here you can stay in touch with your trainer and the academy at
all times for questions, ideas and updates.

PRICING TRAINING

€ 1.250,00

GROUP TRAINING

excl. VAT

€ 600,00
STARTERSKIT

25/26

APRIL

Payment may be done in 2 parts:
1. € 250,- deposit
2. Outstanding amount can be paid 1st day of the training.
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DAY 1

DAY 2

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

09:30

WELCOME
Completing registration Payment

10:00

START EDUCATION
Brief summary of basics of PMU
Skin Structure, Depth of Pigments
Introduction Machine Technique
Incl. Needles, Machine Settings
and Movements.
Practice on fake-skin, Creating
Ombre Powder Brows on Latex

09:00

WORKING ON MODELS
GROUP 1 START ON MODELS
GROUP 2 CAN JOIN TO OBSERVE

13:15

LUNCH BREAK

14:00

WORKING ON MODELS
GROUP 2 START ON MODELS
GROUP 1 CAN JOIN TO OBSERVE

18:00
+/-

CERTIFICATES
DRINKS
END OF TRAINING

Color theory Machine Technique
13:00
13:30

LUNCH BREAK
LIVE DEMO by AKIRA
Brow-Mapping Tips & Tricks

STARTERSKIT

Beofre & After photos Tips & Tricks

CONTENT

OMBRE BEAUTY® Machine
Use & Settings

-

Creating Ombre Powder Brows
working in Layers
Trouble-Shooting of most Common
mistakes With Machine Technology
18:00
+/-

end of DAY 1

INSTRUCTIONS MODELS
CONVERSION

ATTENTION!
-

OMBRE BEAUTY® Machine
6 Pigments
20 Needle Cartridges
Practice on Models
Certificate of Attendance
After Support : 1 on 1
Lunch, Drinks , Snacks for Students

May NOT be pregnant or breast-feed
Completely Healthy - NO medications
NO OLD permanent MakeUp Eyebrows
No Chronic SKin Deseases Like eczema,
acne or psoriasis
- NO Allergies & NO Diabetes

- 30 Days before treatment NO Fillers / Botox
- Preference : Between Age of 20-45 years
- Preference : Still enough own eyebrow hairs!!!
- No Painkillers, Antibiotics, Alcohol or Drugs - 48h
prior to the treatment.
- No Tanning bed, Peels, Dyeing, Henna or Waxing
of Eyebrows, 14 days prior to the treatment.
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..enhance
existing
beauty ..
Akira Nitsche

CONVERSION

ACADEMY
KROONWINNINGSTRAAT 57A
3500 HASSELT | BELGIUM

REGISTRATIONS
www.ombre-beauty.com
info@ombre-beauty.com
+31 614 38 96 29
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